VEHICLE TOWING SOLUTIONS
FOR THE MINING INDUSTRY

Hayman Reese Mine Spec is specifically designed to provide best practice functionality and
safety for mining applications. When using a standard towbar, using a pintle adapter will,
in many cases, downgrade the load rating of the towbar based on the manufacturers
specifications. Standard towbars may not be designed, tested or approved for any other
configuration other than a standard trailer ball mount. Standard towbars are generally
purpose built for driving in normal conditions only.
Mine Spec towbars are
designed and engineered to
give you the best and safest
solution for maintaining the
manufacturers full tow
rating.
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Integrated 5 Tonne
recovery rated points for
rear recovery
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Modular pintle hook
maintains vehicle’s tow rating
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3 Low maintenance design,
including high-security Nyloc
fasteners

Whilst standard towbars are
not built for use in
recovery, the integrated
recovery points engineered
into the Mine Spec range
allow for safe use of the
towbar in recovery
applications.

All Mine Spec towbars are fully compliant to Australian Standards and ADR certified for
highest performance.

Hayman Reese Mine Spec towing solutions are specifically designed for mining fleet vehicles.
Purpose-built, the towbars are designed with integrated recovery points. Where specialised
towing solutions are required, Hayman Reese can engineer and tailor the right fit, never
compromising on quality or safety.

Hayman Reese, a Cequent Brand
P.O. Box 4050
Dandenong South, VIC, 3164
Phone 1800 812 017
www.haymanreese.com.au

Each Mine Spec towbar comes with:
Full vehicle tow rating maintained
for pintle towing
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Integrated recovery points to
ensure safe use in recovery
situations
Industry standard bolt pattern to
suit your choice of pintle solution

OEM equivalent wiring solutions
that support the vehicle’s
functionaility and safety
High security Nyloc fasteners
Low maintenance design
Lifetime warranty
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Mine Spec towbars are designed to be customised to your sites needs
with a range of different pintle attachments. With a standard bolt
pattern, Hayman Reese has multiple options, from full forged to
standard towballs, providing the ultimate versatility whilst maintaining
the maximum tow rating.
For more pintle styles and part numbers, see the specification sheet.
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With a Hitch Box Retro Fitting Kit, it is easy to convert the Hayman Reese Mine Spec
pintle hook towbar to a standard towbar, providing a simple solution when the vehicle
reaches the end of its mining life.
Not only does this save time and money but the Hitch Box
Retro Fitting Kits equip the vehicle with a safe, legal on-road
towbar that is still equipped to handle recovery situations.
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For more vehicle specific information on the
Hitch Box Retro Fitting Kits, see the product
flyer.

DEDICATED BUSINESS PARTNERS

SUPERIOR FINISH & PROTECTION

Our dedicated business partners are
here to ensure we provide the correct
tailored solutions for your team.
Understanding your needs and working
with our product and engineering team
in Melbourne, our business partners will
ensure you have only the safest highest
quality towing products.

Every Hayman Reese towbar is specially
protected against corrosion by
MetalShieldTM; an advanced e-Coat and
tough powder coat finish, that provides
protection from the elements and
corrosion resistance.

Since the first towbar was
manufactured for sale by Eric Hayman
in 1941, Hayman Reese has been the
leader in providing after-market towing
solutions in Australia. A true pioneer of
the industry, the brand is synonymous
with premium quality and engineering
excellence. Our ongoing commitment
to innovation ensures that our products
have continually evolved to meet the
changing needs of vehicle towing over
the years.

EXCEEDS AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS
Hayman Reese towbars are designed
and manufactured to exceed AS4177,
the Australian standard for towbars.
Hayman Reese towbars are tested in a
dedicated National Association of
Testing Authorities (NATA) accredited
towing test laboratory in Australia.

Backed by the expertise of many decades
of towing experience; in addition to our
industry leading towing, weight
distribution, brake controller and towing
accessories ranges, the new Mine Spec
range is designed, tested and certified to
deliver the toughest and safest best
practice solutions for the mining industry.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
At Hayman Reese, we stand by the
quality of our products and proudly offer
a lifetime warranty against manufacturing
defects. For as long as you own the
vehicle, you can rest assured that the
quality of our workmanship is
guaranteed.

We know towing
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